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Dear Secretary of State,

RE: Consultation with standing committee On Structural Safety

Thank you for your letter of 5 September in which you asked the Expert Panel to
undertake further work in support of the Building Safety Programme in relation to the
design of rendered cladding systems and their ability to resist likely wind loads
safely.

The panel have considered the matters that you raised and will be pleased to
continue to provide advice as and when necessary to help ensure that buildings are
safe. In order to respond to the extended remit, we will consult more widely in order
to obtain the best expert advice as and when necessary. The primary questions on
which you sought my views were;

• To feedback on the implications of the BBA's report having consulted more
widely as necessary.

• To provide advice on Government's proposed approach to addressing these
issues and what further steps may be necessary, feeding into the
Independent Review of Building Regulations and Fire Safety where it relates
to the Review's terms of reference.

• To consider proposals for undertaking a risk assessment of existing
installations to ensure that any residual risks can be appropriately manged.

I am pleased to be able to report that, alongside DCLG officials, I attended a meeting
of the Standing Committee on Structural Safety (SCOSS) on 8 September to discuss
these issues, as well as to seek SCOSS views on the wider implications for Large
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Panel System buildings arising from recent events at the Ledbury Estate (on which I
understand you will receive separate advice).

It was a very productive meeting, and via the Expert Panel, SCOSS have offered to
provide any support that they can to the government as it takes forward the Building
Safety Programme. I am waiting for SCOSS to formerly respond (having consulted
more widely with their membership) but the key points I took from the meeting were
as follow:

• It was noted that there is a historical issue with elements of tall buildings
dislodged as a result of deficiencies in fixing details this is not unique.

• SCOSS took the view that the issues with rendered systems were
representative of wider problem in the construction industry, particularly in
relation to sub-contractors undertaking design and quality of inspection and
workmanship.

• SCOSS were supportive of the letter issued to Building control Bodies to
highlight the need for thorough assessment of structural design. They were
also in agreement that providing further advice to building owners (similar to
that issued in relation to Large Panel Structures on September 5) would be a
helpful next step.

• SCOSS also agreed that steps would need to be taken to assess residual risk
and they would consider what further advice and support they could offer in
this respect.

SCOSS will write to the expert panel in more detail on all of the above. We also
asked specifically whether, in the view of SCOSS there were further immediate steps
that need to be taken. The consensus was that Government's approach was both
sensible and timely, and that further advice on undertaking assessment of residual
risk should be issued once this has been suitably developed.

The advice of the Expert Panel is that the Department should ensure that when it
writes out to building owners on this issue, the advice provided is sufficiently
comprehensive so that they will be clear about whether their buildings are
considered at risk, and what actions to take if that is the case. I understand from
officials that the two issues requiring attention are in defining what is meant by a
building over six storeys in 'exposed locations', and in developing or obtaining
guidance on how to undertake a visual survey of rendered cladding systems to
identify early signs of failure.

We will continue to work with your officials and SCOSS and provide further advice as
necessary.

Yours sincerely,

SIR KEN KNIGHT
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